Intersession Test–Retest Variability of Microperimetry in Type 2 Macular Telangiectasia
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Purpose: Microperimetry is used as an endpoint in type 2 macular telangiectasia (mactel) trials. The change required for defining disease progression depends on measurement error. We determined the threshold of test–retest variability (TRV) of microperimetry in mactel.

Methods: A prospective study was done of 24 patients with stable mactel enrolled in a tertiary eye clinic. Each patient underwent three sessions of microperimetry separated by a median of 28 days. An identical testing protocol was used: 4-2 staircase algorithm at 37 loci radial grid covering central 6°. Microperimetry variables were compared across three visits. TRV was quantified by calculating the coefficients of repeatability (CRs) for mean and median foveal sensitivity and the number of loci with dense scotoma (DS) or normal sensitivity (NS). The 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for CRs were calculated.

Results: Mean and median foveal sensitivity increased from first to second testing sessions. Test duration, visual acuity, number of loci with DS, and fixation stability remained stable through the three test sessions. The intersession CRs for mean and median foveal sensitivity were 2.6 (95% CI, 1.8–3.3) and 2.4 (95% CI, 1.7–3.1) dB, respectively. CRs for the number of DS and NS loci were 5 and 12 loci. CR for both logBCEA63 and logBCEA95 was 1.0 (95% CI, 0.8–1.2).

Conclusions: The first microperimetry examination should be discarded due to learning effects. TRV in foveal sensitivity may be as high as 3.3 and 3.1 dB (~0.3 log unit; 2× change) for its mean and median.

Translational Relevance: Our results have implications for the design of clinical trials in mactel.

Introduction

Idiopathic type 2 macular telangiectasia (mactel), also referred to as juxtafoveolar retinal capillary telangiectasia, was first classified in detail in 1982 by Gass and Oyakawa1 with further elaboration on classification made in 1993 by Gass and Blodi.2 This is a bilateral disease characterized by progressive changes in the macular capillary network that follow a slowly progressive course, which begins temporal to the foveal center, in association with neurosensory atrophy and loss of luteal pigment, resulting in encroachment of paracentral scotoma into the foveal center.3 Visual acuity remains stable for many years in the early stages of the disease and, therefore, is not a suitable clinical endpoint in neuroprotective treatment trials.3 Microperimetry now has been adopted as a promising functional endpoint for monitoring visual decline in this disease.

Microperimetry is a modified visual field test that allows assessment of retinal differential light sensitivity at selected and known retinal loci and fixation characteristics without the need for stable and foveal fixation.4 This technique currently is used as an outcome measure in five type 2 mactel clinical trials registered with the United States National Institutes of
A study visits separated by 1 month (visits 1 to 3). At International Macular Telangiectasia Registry\textsuperscript{18} and September 2013 through the local cohort of the Therapeutic Goods Administration of the Australian Government (CTN, 263/2012) and adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants before enrollment.

To our knowledge, TRV of microperimetry outcomes in type 2 macular telangiectasia has not been reported to date. Therefore, we conducted a prospective cohort study to determine the intersession TRV of fixation stability and retinal sensitivity measurements in patients with type 2 macular telangiectasia using the CenterVue MA\textit{C}ular Integrity Assessment (MAIA) microperimeter.

**Methods**

This study was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital (protocol, 2011-063), was registered with the Therapeutic Goods Administration of the Australian Government (CTN, 263/2012) and adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants before enrollment.

**Participants**

Patients were recruited between September 2011 and September 2013 through the local cohort of the International Macular Telangiectasia Registry\textsuperscript{18} and all subjects had been examined by a retinal specialist (IJC) for confirmation of the diagnosis, which was validated further by the Registry study reading center.\textsuperscript{18} Exclusion criteria included coexisting ocular conditions that potentially were unstable over the duration of the study (2 months), significant media opacity, or inability to give informed consent. These macular telangiectasia participants were recruited as part of a larger study involving two microperimeters—the CenterVue MAIA, as well as the Nidek MP-1. We report the results of MAIA microperimetry in subjects with type 2 macel.

**Ophthalmic Investigations**

Participants were examined three times at three study visits separated by 1 month (visits 1 to 3). At each study visit, best-corrected visual acuity assessment using the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) chart (Lighthouse International, New York, NY), MAIA microperimetry and spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) imaging were performed. At the baseline visit (Test 1), if both eyes were eligible for the study, one eye was chosen at random to be the study eye using a random number generator (available in the public domain at www.random.org). If only one eye was eligible, that eye was chosen as the study eye.

Before any slit-lamp examination or imaging of the retina, the study eye was tested on MAIA and MP-1 microperimeters consecutively. The order of testing was assigned by a list generated by the online random number generator before commencement of the study for all study visits. Microperimetry testing is detailed in the section below. Pupil dilation was not performed.

Following completion of microperimetry tests, all participants underwent multimodal imaging using the Spectralis HRA+OCT device (Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany). Infrared reflectance fundus image, macular cube volume scans (covering 30° × 25° area at scan separation of 120 μm), and optic disc nerve fiber layer circular scans were acquired. All scans were examined to ensure no disease progression had occurred during the three study visits.

**Microperimetry Testing Protocol**

Microperimetry was performed using the Center-Vue MAIA (CenterVue, Padova, Italy). Participants were provided with identical instructions on how to perform the test at each study visit. There was no practice test before the first session. However, participants were given the opportunity to familiarize themselves with the response trigger. Testing was conducted in a dedicated quiet psychophysics dark room, and the lights were turned off after the nonstudy eye was patched for at least 5 minutes before commencement of testing. The patient was positioned comfortably at the device with chin on the chin rest and finger ready to press the response trigger.

The fixation target was a 2° diameter red ring broken into four segments. The dim white background was set at a luminance level of 1.27 cd/m\textsuperscript{2} and the maximum stimulus intensity achieved by the laser was 318.31 cd/m\textsuperscript{2} producing a dynamic range 317.04 cd/m\textsuperscript{2}. The differential stimulus luminance can be attenuated from 0 dB (at maximum differential luminance of 317.04 cd/m\textsuperscript{2}) to 36 dB (at minimum differential luminance 0.08 cd/m\textsuperscript{2}) in steps of 1 dB. Stimulus size was Goldmann III, duration was 200 ms.
ms, and testing protocol was a 4-2 threshold strategy. The standard 6° grid was used, which consisted of 37 test loci arranged in a radial pattern (Fig. 1).

The MAIA microperimeter has a built-in whole-fundus registration software function that allows follow-up tests to be registered automatically to the baseline test; thus, enabling accurate reassessment of retinal sensitivity at the same test loci examined during the baseline test.

We reported the microperimetry outcome variables that have been defined previously, including mean foveal sensitivity (FS; average of retinal sensitivity across all 37 loci), median foveal sensitivity (FS; median of retinal sensitivity across all 37 loci), number of dense scotoma (DS; number of loci at which there was no response to the brightest stimulus), and number of loci with normal sensitivity (NS; number of loci with retinal sensitivity of 25 dB or greater). For pointwise sensitivity analysis, we transposed all left eye data onto a right eye grid, and analyzed TRV of corresponding test loci across the whole cohort. A score of −1 dB was assigned if a participant had no response to the brightest stimulus (as opposed to a score of 0 dB if the participant did respond to it); therefore, the maximum range was 37 dB.

The MAIA microperimeter also quantifies fixation stability. The proportion of fixation points that fall within 1° and 2° radius are termed P1 and P2, respectively. It then classifies a subject’s fixation stability into stable (P1 > 75%), relatively unstable (P1 < 75% and P2 > 75%), or unstable (P2 < 75%). The MAIA also measures the bivariate contour ellipse area (BCEA) for 63% and 95% of all measured fixation points. These variables were normalized by a logarithm (of base 10) transformation before statistical analysis and comparison with previous studies. Logarithm of BCEA (logBCEA) was calculated for the 63% and 95% values.

Figure 1. The 37 test loci grid pattern covers the central 6° region of the retina with 1° separation between each of the 3 rings. In MAIA, light stimuli created by a white LED light are projected directly onto the retinal surface at specific locations. Subsequent measurements re-examines the same anatomical locations by using the follow-up retest protocol.

Statistical Analysis

The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to determine if data were distributed normally. Nonparametric statistical analyses were used for data that did not conform to a normal distribution. Median and interquartile range (IQR) was reported for the study variables.

The nonparametric Friedman test was used to determine if changes had taken place in test duration, visual acuity, fixation stability, mean or median foveal sensitivity, and number of DS and NS across the three visits. The Wilcoxon signed ranks test was used to compare the intersession intervals among the three test sessions.

Bland-Altman plots were used first to assess test–retest characteristics across the range of magnitude of outcome measures, and the presence of systematic changes were assessed by calculating the rank correlation coefficient (Kendall tau-b). We quantified the intersession coefficients of repeatability (CR) for each outcome measure based on the formula recommended by Bland and Altman:

\[
CR = 1.96 \times \sqrt{\frac{2 \times s_w^2}{n}} = 2.77 \times s_w
\]

where \(s_w^2\) is mean within-subject variance, which was derived from the sum of squares about the subject mean divided by the degrees of freedom. The 95% confidence interval (CI) for the CR can be calculated based on the assumption that the square root of a \(\chi^2\) variable, \(s_w\), has an approximately normal distribution with the variance being approximately \(\frac{1}{2}\). Standard error (SE) of \(s_w\), was estimated by the following formula based on the number of subjects (n) and number of repetitions (m):

\[
SE = s_w / \sqrt{2n (m-1)}
\]

95% CR of \(s_w = s_w \pm 1.96 \ SE\)

95% CI of CR = CR ± CR × 1.39/\sqrt{n(m − 1)}
For variables that had logarithm transformation, back transformation (through antilog) of \(1.96 \times s_w\) was calculated to derive a ratio that determines test–retest variability relative to any given measurement.

Significance was set at a \(P\) value of \(0.05\). All statistical analyses were performed on the commercially available Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS, software version 21, IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY). A summary of all symbols and abbreviations is found in Supplementary Table S1.

### Results

A total of 24 participants (11 female and 13 male subjects; median age [range], 63 [44–81] years; eight right and 16 left eyes) were recruited into the study. Median (IQR) intervals between Tests 1 and 2, and Tests 2 and 3, were 28 (28–31) and 28 (28–33) days, respectively (Wilcoxon signed rank test, \(P = 0.81\)). All enrolled subjects completed three study visits. There was no significant difference in the intervals between the study visits (paired \(t\)-test, \(P = 0.50\)). There was no significant difference between median durations (Friedman test, \(\chi^2[2] = 0.158, P = 0.45\)). The median (IQR) duration for each microperimetry examination was 5 minutes 18 seconds (5 minutes 6 seconds–5 minutes 42 seconds), 5 minutes 10 seconds (5 minutes 0 seconds–5 minutes 22 seconds), and 5 minutes 11 seconds (4 minutes 56 seconds–5 minutes 34 seconds) for the three study visits, respectively. Fixation stability was assessed as stable, relatively unstable, and unstable in 18, 5, and 1 subject, respectively, at baseline test. All microperimetry tests met a minimum reliability index standard of 75\% (mean 96.4\%, range 75–100\%).

### Disease Stability

Quantitative and qualitative review of SD-OCT macular cube scans showed no change in retinal volume or thickness beyond test–retest variability and no disease progression in any of the study eyes. Median (IQR) best-corrected visual acuities remained stable through the three study visits, respectively (Friedman test, \(\chi^2[2] = 0.437, P = 0.80\), Table 1).

There was no significant change in median (IQR) BCEA that encompassed 63\% or 95\% of fixation loci (Friedman test, \(P = 0.92\) and 0.87, respectively). Similarly, logBCEA63 and logBCEA95 also did not change across three study visits (Friedman test, \(P = 0.92\) and 0.87, respectively). The number of loci with DS also remained stable (Friedman test, \(P = 0.15\)). In contrast, there was a trend for increasing number of

### Table 1. Outcome Measures Across Three Testing Visits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Test 1</th>
<th>Test 2</th>
<th>Test 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual acuity, ETDRS letter score</td>
<td>75 (65–80)</td>
<td>75 (64–82)</td>
<td>74 (65–81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual acuity, logMAR</td>
<td>0.20 (0.10–0.42)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.06–0.42)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.08–0.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCEA63, degree²</td>
<td>0.7 (0.3–2.3)</td>
<td>0.5 (0.3–1.2)</td>
<td>0.4 (0.3–1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCEA95, degree²</td>
<td>5.8 (3.1–23.1)</td>
<td>4.6 (2.9–8.5)</td>
<td>3.9 (2.6–11.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of DS, loci</td>
<td>0 (0–3)</td>
<td>0 (0–2)</td>
<td>0 (0–2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median, IQR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of NS, locia</td>
<td>24.5 (15.8–29.3)</td>
<td>27.0 (13.0–31.0)</td>
<td>26.5 (18.0–32.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean foveal sensitivity, dBᵃ</td>
<td>24.6 (19.9–25.8)</td>
<td>25.1 (21.9–26.3)</td>
<td>25.5 (22.8–26.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median foveal sensitivity, dBᵃ</td>
<td>25.5 (23.3–26.8)</td>
<td>26.0 (24.0–27.0)</td>
<td>26.0 (24.0–27.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central point sensitivity, dBᵃ</td>
<td>21.5 (18.0–23.8)</td>
<td>22.0 (19.3–23.8)</td>
<td>24.0 (21.0–25.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

logMAR, logarithm of minimum angle of resolution.

ᵃ Statistically significant differences between the 3 test sessions due to learning effect between test 1 and test 2.
loci with NS over three test sessions (Friedman test, \( P = 0.01 \)).

The medians (IQRs) of \( \text{FS} \) were 24.6 (19.9–25.8), 25.1 (21.9–26.3), and 25.5 (22.8–26.5) dB over the three study visits, respectively. Friedman test revealed statistically significant differences among the three visits (\( \chi^2[2] = 15.290, P < 0.001 \)). Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed rank tests was conducted with a significance level set at \( P < 0.05 \). Significant differences were found between Tests 1 and 2 (\( P = 0.003 \)) and Tests 1 and 3 (\( P = 0.002 \)), but not between Tests 2 and 3 (\( P = 0.095 \)). A similar trend also was found for the median of \( \text{FS} \) where Test 1 (25.5 dB) was significantly worse than Tests 2 (26.0 dB) and 3 (26.0 dB). Therefore, we excluded the results of Test 1 and included only data from Tests 2 and 3 for analysis of measurement error. Based on a sample size of 24 with 2 test trials, the 95\% CI for CR is 28\% above and below the estimated value.

To analyze the impact of order of microperimetry testing on the change in mean foveal sensitivity between the first and second examinations, we divided the cohort into three groups: (1) those who underwent MAIA before MP-1 on both examinations (\( n = 5 \)), (2) those who underwent MP-1 before MAIA on both examinations (\( n = 6 \)), and (3) those underwent MP-1 before MAIA on the first examination and then MAIA before MP-1 on the second examination (\( N = 11 \)). There was minimal order effect on sensitivity change between study visits except for the second group, which showed a statistically significant increase in mean foveal sensitivity between the first and the second sessions (\( P = 0.02 \)).

### Intersession Test–Retest Variability

Bland-Altman analysis showed that variability in BCEA increased with its magnitude (Kendall’s tau = 0.65 and 0.69 for BCEA63 and BCEA95, respectively, \( P < 0.001 \), Fig. 2). After logarithmic transformation, the relationship was less apparent on Bland-Altman analysis (Kendall’s tau = 0.29 and 0.30, \( P = 0.06 \) and 0.04 for logBCEA63 and logBCEA95, respectively). Based on a \( s_m \) of 0.36 and a standard error of 20\% in logBCEA, a change in BCEA by 5\% (95\% CI, 3.7 to 7.2) can be considered to exceed test–retest variability. The CRs for logBCEA are shown in Table 2.

In nine of 24 subjects, a DS was identified at one of the three microperimetry tests. The estimated CR (95\% CI, at \( \pm 33\% \)) for number of DS was 5.0 (3.4–6.7) loci. For the number of NS loci, the estimated CR (95\% CI at \( \pm 20\% \)) was 12.3 (9.9–14.8, Fig. 3). Figure 4 shows three cases where there was a significant variation in the number of DS and NS loci across three visits.

CRs for \( \text{FS} \) and \( \text{FS} \) were 2.6 (95\% CI, 1.8–3.3) and 2.4 (95\% CI, 1.7–3.1) dB, respectively. Bland-Altman plots for each outcome measure are shown in Figure 5. A sensitivity analysis was performed by dividing our cohort into those without (\( n = 16 \)) and with (\( n = 8 \)) dense scotoma. The CRs for \( \text{FS} \) were 2.5 and 3.0 dB, respectively. The CRs for \( \text{FS} \) in those with stable (\( n = 18 \)) and relatively unstable or unstable fixation (\( n = 6 \)) were 2.3 and 3.4 dB, respectively.

Pointwise analysis was performed on 888 test loci (37 loci \( \times \) 24 subjects) between Tests 2 and 3. The mean (SD) relative difference (Test 3–Test 2) in pointwise sensitivity was 0.42 (3.3) dB. Median (range) absolute difference was 2 (0–26) dB. A total 850 (95.7\%) pairs of measurements had an absolute difference in pointwise sensitivity of 6 dB or less; 30.4\% of pairs of measurements had identical pointwise sensitivity. A plot of pointwise sensitivity values at Test 3 versus Test 2 showed an increase in variability as baseline sensitivity decreased. This also is highlighted by Bland-Altman plot of differences against mean (Fig. 6). A sensitivity analysis was performed using the center test loci (Fig. 6). The CR (95\% CI) for this location was 7.2 (5.2–9.3) dB.

### Discussion

We investigated the TRV over three test sessions with the objective of understanding the degree of disease-specific measurement error of foveal function mapping in type 2 macular telangiectasia. We found a significant learning effect in overall retinal sensitivity between first and second test sessions and, therefore, we used only the data from the second and the third tests for the analysis of TRV. We showed that intersession measurement error can be as large as 3.3 and 3.1 dB (\( \sim 0.3 \) log unit; 2\( \times \) change in differential luminance) for mean and median foveal sensitivities. Pointwise sensitivity may change up to 6 dB in 95\% of test loci and measurement error can be as large as 9 dB when the central point is considered in isolation. We also found a CR for fixation stability of up to 1.0 logBCEA units (10\( \times \) change in BCEA).

Our observation of a learning effect is consistent with the findings of Wu et al.,\(^{31}\) who described a learning effect in their study examining intrasession TRV with MAIA microperimetry in a cohort of patients with AMD. However, Molina-Martin et al.\(^{23}\) reported no intersession learning effect in healthy subjects, a finding consistent with numerous other...
Figure 2. A Bland-Altman plot of within-subject standard deviation (SD) against mean shows increasing variability of the BCEA with magnitude for 63% (A) and 95% (B) of fixation loci. After logarithm (base 10) transformation, variability became independent of mean for logBCEA 63% (C) and logBCEA 95% (D). Bland-Altman plots of difference against mean show similar measurement error between logBCEA 63% (E) and logBCEA 95% (F). The mean difference (test 3–test 2) is marked as dashed line (--) and the 95% limits of agreement (2 × SD above and below mean) are marked as dotted lines (. . .).
studies using other microperimetry devices. In three of these studies, however, a truncated training session was used before commencement of the first microperimetry test and no learning effect was noted. In our cohort, two subjects had prior experience of microperimetry and when analyzed separately these two subjects did not show a learning effect. We also found significant learning effect when MAIA microperimetry was performed after MP-1 at Tests 1 and 2. This unexpected finding could be explained by a larger learning effect in between the two consecutive tests in Test 2 then Test 1. However, our sample size was too small to test this hypothesis.

Although there is inconsistency in the current published literature, our findings compel us to recommend discarding microperimetry data from the first session and using the results from the second session as a baseline from which to determine progression. It remains to be determined whether an abbreviated mock training session immediately before the baseline microperimetry is as effective as a full microperimetry test identical to the baseline in eliminating learning effect.

The intersession repeatability for the mean macular sensitivity with MAIA microperimetry has been reported in normal subjects. Since CR was not calculated, a direct comparison is not possible. Intrasession CR for the mean macular sensitivity has been reported in 30 nonneovascular AMD (1.08 [95% CI, 0.83–1.33] dB) and 14 normal subjects (1.10 [95% CI, 0.71–1.50] dB). An additional AMD cohort of 71 subjects (visual acuity range of 46–63 letters) also was examined in the same study and had CR for the mean macular sensitivity of 1.56 (95% CI, 1.33–1.80) dB. The CR for the mean foveal sensitivity in our study was significantly larger than that previously reported by Wu et al., for healthy subjects, and both AMD cohorts, with no overlap of the 95% CI. There are a number of possible reasons for this discrepancy. Firstly, our study had an intersession rather than an intrasession study design, as in the study by Wu et al. While differences between inter- versus intrasession variability in microperimetry have not been examined, a recent study examined such differences in 17 patients with optic neuritis, and 10 healthy controls using conventional perimetry. They found reduced variability in intersession compared to intrasession TRV for healthy controls, but the reverse for the optic neuritis group. Secondly, the cohorts from the study by Wu et al. consisted of either healthy controls, or nonneovascular AMD patients with a single druse greater than or equal to 125 µm or multiple drusen greater than or equal to 63 µm or noncentral geographic atrophy. The study participants in the healthy controls and nonneovascular AMD may have better visual acuity and fixation than our cohort. Unfortunately, a comparison cannot be made because this information was not reported in that study. A quarter (six of 24) of our study cohort had relatively unstable or unstable fixation quality and this may contribute to the higher TRV. The increasing variability in the mean foveal sensitivity associated with increasing levels of visual deficit demonstrated in our study requires further investigation to identify whether it will be appropriate to apply specific thresholds at each level of functional deficit.

We have reported previously CR for median macular sensitivity in a cohort of 16 subjects with a range of conditions. The reason for using median as

---

**Table 2. Coefficients of Repeatability for Outcome Variables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome Variable</th>
<th>Number of Subjects</th>
<th>Number of Test Sessions</th>
<th>Coefficient of Repeatability (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual acuity, ETDRS letter score</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.6, (6.9–10.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logBCEA63</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0, (0.8–1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logBCEA95</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0, (0.8–1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of DS, loci</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.0, (3.4–6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of NS, loci</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2^a</td>
<td>13, (10–17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean foveal sensitivity, dB</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2^a</td>
<td>2.6, (1.9–3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median foveal sensitivity, dB</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2^a</td>
<td>2.4, (1.7–3.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central point sensitivity, dB</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2^a</td>
<td>7.2, (5.2–9.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a The first test is discarded in this analysis and the margin of confidence interval is increased from 20% (3 test sessions) to 28% (2 test sessions).
opposed to mean as the summary statistics for the overall retinal sensitivity measure is that the distribution of sensitivity values cannot be assumed to be Gaussian. This is particularly relevant in type 2 macular telangiectasia where test loci with normal sensitivity may surround scotomatous test loci within the temporal perifoveal neurodegeneration. In our previous study, we reported CR for the median macular sensitivity as 3.44 (95% CI, 2.31–4.56) dB, which was comparable to the CR for the median foveal sensitivity in our current study. Pointwise sensitivity measurement also was similar between the two test sessions, although only 30% had identical values as opposed to 47% to 51% as shown in our previous studies using a different microperimeter.8,17

Almost 96% of loci had a change of pointwise sensitivity of up to 6 dB (~0.6 log unit; 4× change in differential luminance) and this is comparable to our previous finding of 97% using the MP-1 device.8

In addition to retinal sensitivity measurements, the number of test loci with dense scotoma (<0 dB) or normal sensitivity (≥24 dB) also can be used to
quantify disease progression. Fixation stability also can deteriorate as the scotoma encroaches into the fovea. Therefore, change in fixation stability also can be used for detecting disease progression. We previously reported the CR for the number of dense scotoma loci and normal sensitivity loci as 3 and 10 loci, which are slightly lower than 5 and 13 loci in type 2 macular telangiectasia. Taking into consideration the small sample size, we would consider an increase of seven dense scotoma loci or a reduction of 15 normal sensitivity loci as the cutoff margin for defining disease progression. Our previous study of repeatability in fixation stability measurement using the MP-1 microperimeter showed that CR for logBCEA was 0.61 (95% CI, 0.49–0.73). In our cohort, the CR for fixation stability measure was 1 logBCEA unit; 10× change in BCEA. It is difficult to compare these values because the fixation target used by MAIA device is different from MP-1 device and the BCEA values from MAIA is in degree2 rather than minute arc2. Nevertheless, a fivefold test–retest variability in BCEA values derived from MAIA suggests that this may not be a suitable variable for measuring disease progression.

Our study has several limitations. First, our sample size was small and we only performed three microperimetry examinations. We limited the number of test sessions because of the rarity of the disease and the likelihood of reduced participation rate from this patient cohort if further microperimetry testing was performed.

Figure 4. Three examples of interpolated sensitivity maps for three visits illustrating a subject with no scotoma and stable fixation (A–C), a subject with scotoma but stable fixation (D–F), and a subject with scotoma and relatively unstable fixation (G–I). They illustrate the variability in dense scotoma and normal sensitivity loci mapping.
required. The use of only two of the three test session data to calculate within-subject standard deviation increased the confidence interval margin of the CR from 20% to 28%. We had to discard some of the variables measured at the first study visit because of learning effect. Although increasing the number of microperimetry test sessions would allow us to examine long-term learning effect and reduce standard error, this also would reduce study compliance and introduce variability from disease progression. Second, we only examined patients with relatively good visual acuity and stable fixation. Therefore, the generalizability of our results to patients with end-stage macular telangiectasia remains to be determined because we did not include patients with poor acuity or unstable fixation. Future studies should include patients with more advanced disease (poorer fixation and more numerous dense scotoma) as well as subclinical diseases (better fixation and higher median and mean retinal sensitivity values). Third, we used a relatively small radial testing grid pattern that only covered the central 6° of visual field (the foveal region). Therefore, our results and the threshold values we obtained may not be readily comparable to those produced using other testing grids, such as the much larger Cartesian testing grid that covers parafoveal and perifoveal regions as is used in current neuroprotective treatment trials of type 2 macular...

Figure 5. Bland-Altman plots of absolute difference against mean show no change in variability of mean (A) and median (B) foveal sensitivity across a range of measurement magnitude. Bland-Altman plots of difference against mean show similar extent of measurement error between mean (C) and median (D) foveal sensitivity. The mean difference (test 3–test 2) is marked as dashed line (---) and the 95% limits of agreement (2 × SD above and below mean) are marked as dotted lines (...).
Figure 6. Scatter graphs show some consistency in pointwise sensitivity measurements between Tests 2 and 3 in pooled analysis (A, all loci across all patients = 888 pairs of measurements) and foveal center locus (B, one locus across all patients = 24 pairs of measurements). Variability is most marked in retinal loci with a mean retinal sensitivity of less than 20 dB in pooled analysis (C) but this was not obvious at
telangiectasia. Fourth, we tested only one eye in each subject, whereas both eyes are tested in a clinical trials setting. The relative effect of intrasession, interocular variability over intersession variability could not be investigated in this study design. However, we found differences in learning effect when the order of microperimetry device used was altered within each session. Future studies with larger sample size and bilateral testing are required to answer these questions.

In conclusion, we recommended against the use of results from the first session of microperimetry as the baseline in clinical trials of macular telangiectasia because of the significant learning effect in retinal sensitivity between the first and the second tests. Future studies are required to investigate whether an abbreviated mock training is as effective as a full microperimetry test (same as the baseline) in reducing learning effect. A decline of 3.3 and 3.1 dB in the mean and median foveal sensitivities can be considered as disease progression. An increase in the number of loci with dense scotoma by up to 5 or a reduction in the number of loci with normal sensitivity by up to 13 can occur due to measurement error. We caution the use of pointwise sensitivity decline or BCEA enlargement to determine disease progression.
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